
Lets be anonempty set ofreal numbers,

· a real number 5 c is called

an upper boundofthe sets, if

5 =x, XxcS

e.g.. let S =5 1, 2, 3, 43, then 4,5,

6.8, etc. are all upper boundof S

· LetS =9 1, I., , . . . . 3, then

1, 2, 3,7, T, etc. are all upper

boundof S

· a real number 7GIR is called

a leastupper boundof the sets, if
②

By is an upper bound of 5, andif 3
is any upper bound of 5, 5

=7.

Cie. 7 is the minimum among all upper bounds)



& Leastupper boundaxiom

Every nonempty set ofmembers that has

an upper boundhas a leastupper bound.

clearly, if we change members to rationale
numbers, it's not true (
-

A:Leto be a continuous fun on

[a,b]. If f(a) >0 < f(b) or f(b)<0 <f(a)

then I c, a<c<b, sit. f(c) =0

Pf:we'll prove the case for fial<0<f(b),

because f(b)<0<f(a) is similar.

Now since fiasco, f cont, there exists a

t > a, s,tf(x) <0 *x=[a,t)

In fact, there are many 5 having this property.
consider the set 3t: f(x) (0 vx=(a,t)}



forexample,
S I Isince this sethas an upper bound bis an upper

bound.

itmusthave a leastupper bound by the axiom.

Define C: =leastupper bound of 5, where

S: =St: f(xxc0 x x=(a,t)3. clearly (< b.
-

*":="this notation means"defined as
"

Moreover,

1 If fec) < 0, then since I is cont, there exists

40, sit. Vxe(C-4,C], f(x) =0. Butthis

means thatI is an upper boundof
the

set S anditis smaller than C,
which

contradictto the definition that

C is I.u.b. * Thus f(c)< 0.

2" since f(b) > 0 => cEb =c<b.

30 If f(c) < 0, then since is cont, there

exists & <0, Sit, Fx= [C, c+0), f(x)c0

Butthis means is notan upper bound

ofthe sets, also contradictto

the definition thatC is l.u.b. *



Thus f(c) =0, andwe are done x

using this remma A, we can prove the

intermediatevalue theorem:

Inm.If I is cont.on [a,b], andK is

any number between fial andf(b),
then

there is at leastone number c between

a andb such thatf(x) =I.

Pf:suppose we have fealck <f(b). The

other cases can be proved similarly.

consider a new function 9(x): =f(x)- k,
then g(also and 9(b) >0. So remma A

implies that IC between a and b sit,

g( =0, which means f(c) =k
XX



Next, we look at the extreme value theorem.

Lemma B:Iff is continuous on ca,b), then

f is boundedon [a,b).

of:The idea is similar to rumma A. We'll consider

a corresponding set, andarguethatthe leastupper bound
is what we want.

consider a setS

S: =St:t =[a,b) and f is boundedon [a,t]]
This setis nonempty because at S, it's
bounded above by b because 5((a,b)

↑

"Subset"
Define C: =leastupper bound of S.

clearly C= b. Claim:c =b.

suppose C<b. Since of is continuous

on [a,b], itis cont. at C, SO14>0

sit, for x = [C-7, c+7], 1f(x)- f(x) < )



i fix is bounded on [C-7, C+7].

Since C is the I.u.b. of S => c-4=S

so f(x) is boundedon [a,c-4].

Butthis means fix is actually bounded
on [a,c+7], i.e. C+7 = S, contradict

to the definition thata is l.u.b. of S.
i. =b.

This also means fix is boundedon [a,t] for

allt<b, bl now b is the 1.u,b. of S.

Onthe other hand, of being continuous on [a,b]

implies that I&<0,9.t. for xe [b-d, b],

If(x)-f(h)/- 1, ie, fix is boundedon [b-d,b]
-

Now b being the 1.u.b. of Simplies thatis
bounded on [a,b-d], thus,

- is boundedon Sa, b].
X



we use onemore property:(Weierstrass Principal)
Every boundedinfinite sequence ofreal numbers

has a convergent subsequence.

(This property can be pured by using 1.4.b.)

Im:If I is continuous on a bounded

closedinterval [a,b), then f takes on both

a max value M and a min value m on

[a,b].

Pf:Since - is cont.on [a,b], so by lemma,
f is bounded on [a,b], is, the setof value

of f, Si =9f(x), x = [a,b)3 is a bounded

set. Then, by the l.u,b. axiom, there exists

a l.u.b. M of S, ie. M is the smallest

number thatsatisfies f(x)
=M, fx=[a,b]

=>either & M-S, then we aredone



② M=liman, for39n3 <S
n-c

(we'll lookatsequences & their limits in theSpring)
In case, there exists

a sequence [Xn3 < [a,b] s.t. domain
X off

notice (xn3<(a,b]
(mf(x)= I

while 9an3 a S C
A
image of
f

Then by the above property, these exists a

convergent subsequence(Yn} <3Xn3, i.e.
lim Jn =2, for some c t[a, b]
n-e

Now, use again thatis continuous, we have

M =mf(Yn)=f() =fC)

minimum can be proved similarly.
X

Remark:Extreme value theorem can be pried
by differentmethods.Hereis justone of them.


